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The cartoon history of human
complex trait genetics
Prior to 2007: candidate gene era
• Targeted testing of variants in
“biologically plausible” genes
• Small sample sizes (hundreds)
• 1000s of reported associations,
~none consistently replicated
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What drove false positives in
candidate gene studies?
• Most “biologically plausible” variants are
not actually associated with disease!
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The cartoon history of human
complex trait genetics
Prior to 2007: candidate gene era
• Targeted testing of variants in
“biologically plausible” genes
• Small sample sizes (hundreds)
• 1000s of reported associations,
~none consistently replicated
Post‐2007: genome‐wide
association studies
• Unbiased genome‐wide scans
• Big samples (1000s‐10,000s)
• 1000s of reported associations,
near‐perfect replication rates

GWAS for Crohn’s Disease
6,333 cases and 15,056 controls
Jostins, Ripke et al
Nature 2012
163 distinct confirmed
associated loci in IBD
(CD and/or UC)
N=75,000 samples

All 32 of the Barrett et al
2008 GWS hits are
confirmed and more
significant in 2012 data

3,230 cases and 4,829 controls

Mark Daly
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Lessons from GWAS
• Perform well‐powered studies
• Where possible, perform unbiased
scans, then pursue specific results
• Leave little room for post‐hoccery
– Establish consensus on statistical
approaches and P value thresholds
– Require raw data and critical software be
made available to other researchers

• Work in consortia: access more samples
and get internal peer review

New challenges in the genome era
• We no longer start with hypotheses: we
sift results from large, noisy data sets
• Challenge: any process extracting
“interesting” results will also enrich for
biases and artifacts
• Avoiding false positives requires:
– deep understanding of errors (manual
spot‐checking, visualization)
– validation using independent technology
MacArthur 2012 Nature 487:427‐428
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Science needs nimble discussion

269 days from submission to
publication

Specific recommendations
• Establish standards workshops with domain
experts and statisticians to define consensus
protocols for widely used techniques
• Fund creation of software for intuitive
visualization of complex data sets
• Mandate availability of raw data and
software to enable replication and reuse
• Facilitate large‐scale collaborative science
across more domains of science
• Provide career incentives for open pre‐ and
post‐publication peer review
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